In the design of high-intensitY Proton SPchrotrons and in one of the transverse dimensions are often needed to accommodate the comoact rine geometrv. the various (3" row) and with a minor modification (reduce the transverse pole length by 0.75 mm), (4' row face of the quadrupole has been optimized to minimize the integrated field of the first three allowed multipoles (12pole,20pole and 28pole). The ratio of each integrated magnetic-multipole-strength to the integrated magneticquadrupole-strength at a radius of 85% of the quad's poletip-radius is less than 2x10d. Results from the calculations performed on the two-dimensional and threedimensional models of the narrow quad are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In a published paper [l] we provide detailed information about the design of a "'narrow quadrupole" that has been built to be used in the SNS accumulator ring [2] . The transverse dimension of the quadrupole on the horizontal plane has helped accommodate the various devices which are located at the injection and extraction regions [l] of the SNS accumulator ring. The main requirements for the magnetic design of the narrow quadrupole was to minimize the integrated strength of the 12pole magnetic multipole down to ~Bi~p,l,dd~B+.& <2x104 at a radius of r-IO cm, and we did not regard the contributions from the 20pole and 28pole multipoles. Table I shows the integrated strength of these multipoles relative to the integrated quadrupole strength as were calculated by the 3-Dimentional model and also as were measured in the The'Ratio R* of few allowed multiooles. The Calculations performed on the SNS ring [3] showed that the measured strength of the (20 and 28)poles multipoles (see Table I ) ofthe narrow quadrupole are well below the limits that may bring the heam into resonance and cause significant heam emittance growth that will result in beam losses. Nevertheless we thought as a useful task to design a narrow quadrupole that minimizes the first three . 
THEORY FOR THE MAGNET DESIGN
Poisson's theorem states that the magnetic field vector B (or any vector, regular at infinity) can be expressed as: This approach [SI was followed in the design of narrow quadrupoles. In this paper we employ more sophisticated contour of the pole tip and we extend the calculations in three dimensions.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELING
In this section we present the results of the two dimensional magnetic calculations as applied to three designs of the narrow quadrupole. The designs will he refered in the text as A,B and C. The optimization yielded a ratio BOBq& of <IxlO4 at a radius r=IO cm for the (12,20, 28)pole multipoles. The increase of the pole width (W) however reduced the area of the current conductor which has to run at a higher current density (I) to achieve the quadrupole strength of -4.2 [Tim] . An alternative design which satisfies the requirements of low relative strength Bnpo,JB4po~e<IxI0 , for the (12, 20, 28)pole multipoles, and also provides more conductor are+ is discussed in the next subsection.
Narrow Quadrupole Design-B
The cross section of this alternative design of a narrow quadrupole is shown in Fig. 3 . In this design the width of the pole piece has been reduced to 17.6 cm but the overall 
CONCLUSIONS
Two dimensional magnetic field calculations were performed on three models of a large aperture narrow quadrupole. Each of the models was optimized to minimize the relative strength Bnp~JB+,le of the (12, 20, 28 )pole multipoles to values less than 1x104 at a radius 1=10 cm. One of the models was optimized using 3D magnetic field calculations.
